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Repair: Comparing Facebook ‘chat’ with spoken
interaction

Abstract
Previous research on the conversation analytic phenomenon of ‘repair’ has focused on
its design and function in spoken interaction. Conversely, research on written text or
writing rarely focuses on interaction. In this paper, we examine repair in written
discourse; specifically in online settings. The data corpus comprises one-to-one quasisynchronous Facebook ‘chat’. First, we show that, as in spoken interaction, repair
happens. This basic observation supports conversation analytic arguments that features
of talk, like repair and laughter, do not ‘leak randomly’ into interaction but are
precision-timed and designed to accomplish action. Second, we report on two types of
repair: visible repair which can be seen and oriented to by both participants in the
interaction, and message construction repair, which is available only to the message’s
writer. While the practice of message construction repair is made possible through the
affordances of the online medium, it nevertheless shows how participants in written
interaction are oriented to the same basic contingencies as they are in spoken talk:
building sequentially organized courses of action and maintaining intersubjectivity. We
suggest that assumptions about differences between spoken and online interaction are
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premature. Rather, we argue that online interaction should be treated as an adaptation of
an oral speech-exchange system.

Keywords
Facebook, repair, online, conversation analysis, screen-capture methods
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Introduction

This paper examines the conversation analytic phenomena of ‘repair’ and ‘correction’ in
online interaction. The focus is specifically on self-initiated self-repair and selfcorrection, in which writers both initiate and complete the repair themselves. Most
previous research on repair has focused on spoken, rather than written, interaction. The
current paper analyses written interaction from Facebook ‘chat’ between friends and
intimates. First, we present a brief summary of research on language and the internet,
before giving an overview of existing work on repair and correction. In the analysis that
follows, we make a distinction between visible and message construction repairs, and
how the affordances of the internet make such a distinction possible. By visible repairs,
we mean repairs which are ‘seeable’ by all parties to the interaction. By message
construction repair, we mean repairs that occur in turn construction, which are
unavailable to the recipient. Message construction repair allows us to examine the way
participants construct and modify the actions their turns are designed to accomplish.
A key aim of the paper is to consider the similarities and differences between the
forms and types of repair found in spoken and online conversation. In so doing, we
identify some specific affordances of online interaction, which are often discussed in the
literature on online discourse but rarely based in empirical work. We propose that online
interaction is as a particular speech-exchange system, where ‘interaction differs from
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ordinary conversation in systematic ways’ (Hester and Francis, 2000: 392, emphasis in
original). Through the investigation of repair, we will discuss whether online interaction
differs in systematic ways from spoken interaction.

Language and the internet

The language of the internet is an ever-growing topic for research, including the
discourse of internet forums (Brown, 2009; Holtz and Wagner, 2009); the interrogation
of a distinct internet language (Cherny, 1999; Crystal, 2001), and the practices of online
interaction (e.g. Benwell and Stokoe, 2006; Greenfield and Subrahmanyam, 2003;
Herring, 1999; Werry, 1996). There are three broad trajectories of work on
‘asynchronous’ and ‘quasi-synchronous’ interaction. In asynchronous interaction,
participants are not necessarily online at the same time: one party posts a message and
another reads and responds to it whenever they want to. Responses can, therefore, be
delayed for hours or days; in fact, indefinitely. A key feature of this online medium is
that participants often use online pseudonyms rather than their real (offline) names,
although they sometimes appear to know each other in the offline world. Studies of
asynchronous interaction include the analysis of online forums, focused mainly on the
topical content and narrative accounts of forum posts (e.g. Horne and Wiggins, 2009;
Lamerichs and te Molder, 2003; Sneijder and te Molder, 2005). Some authors have
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examined this kind of data from an interactional perspective, analyzing the construction
of opening posts (Antaki et al., 2005); how opening posts are responded to (Vayreda
and Antaki, 2009); turn-taking practices (Gibson, 2009), and how forum rules are
oriented to by posters (Stommel, 2008; Stommel and Koole, 2010). Much of this
research treats online interactions as if they were merely ‘everyday interaction’
(Flinkfeldt, 2011) and analyze them as such.
A second focus has been on how people interact in chatrooms. Both chatrooms
and forums are multi-party interactions between participants who do not know each
other in the offline world prior to joining the chatroom, although it is possible that they
may meet up as a result of their online interaction (Hutchby, 2001). However, chatroom
interaction is quasi-synchronous and, as such, is more similar to spoken conversation
because turns are taken more immediately and frequently. However, it is not
‘synchronous’ because the message production and transmission are separate (Garcia
and Jacobs, 1999). Interaction in chatrooms tends to involve multiple (maybe thousands
of) participants who are online at the same time. So, researchers have examined how
speech-exchange systems in such interactions differ from spoken conversation (Garcia
and Jacobs, 1999); how participants make their interaction as ‘speech-like’ as possible
(Werry, 1996); how people have adapted face-to-face conversational practices to
interact effectively online (Greenfield and Subrahmanyam, 2003; Rintel et al., 2001),
and how sequential and interactional coherence is maintained across multiparty
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interactions (Greenfield and Subrahmanyam, 2003; Herring, 1999). Taken together, this
work suggests that, while the interactions are written, they are, nevertheless,
sequentially organized in some ways similar to spoken conversation.
The third trajectory of online interaction research is much smaller. Despite its
popularity as a method of communication, there are few studies that examine one-to-one
quasi-synchronous interaction via instant messaging (e.g., MSN, Skype, or Facebook)
between friends, partners, or, more generally, people who already know each other in
their offline lives (although the nature of the relationship between participants is, of
course, an empirical question). The research that has been done has focused on taskoriented interaction between colleagues, such as meetings (Markman, 2009) or
information-seeking chats (Epperson and Zemel, 2008). However, there is little work on
chat between intimates.
Exceptions to this include Rawclaw (2008) who examined closings in instant
messaging chats between friends. He noted that the closing sequences often closely
mirrored those in spoken interaction. However, users occasionally made use of the
affordances of the medium – in this case, the ability to trigger an automatic
‘unavailability’ message – to curtail the closing sequence. Berglund (2009) also
examined chats on a variety of different instant messaging services. As with the
research on multi-party interaction, she focused on coherence and turn-adjacency.
However, in both these studies, the chat ‘transcripts’ contained no information about
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turn production, so there was no ‘information about when the other person starts
typing’ (Berglund, 2009: 10). Furthermore, there was ‘no way of knowing whether
participants do manage to pay attention to information appearing on screen while
preparing their own messages, other than by investigating their contributions to the
subsequent interaction’ (Berglund, 2009: 10). The current study, in contrast, addresses
such limitations by basing its analysis on screen capture videos of both instant-message
construction and sending, as well as a timed transcript of the entire interaction between
parties.

Repair and correction

The focus of this paper is on a much-studied feature of spoken conversation: ‘repair’.
This refers to the processes by which speakers deal with troubles which arise in
speaking, hearing or understanding talk (Schegloff, 2007). Repair operations reveal
how interacting parties construct and maintain intersubjectivity (Schegloff, 2006). A
key finding about repair is that it can occur when there is no hearable error, mistake or
fault and, equally, ‘hearable error does not necessarily yield the occurrence of
repair/correction’ (Schegloff et al., 1977: 363). Any aspect of talk can become the target
of repair, from word selection to prosody, and it is, therefore, an omnirelevant feature of
interaction. Consider the following example.
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(1) From Sidnell (2010: 111)

22

Bev:

23

.hh (.) >Are=you gonna be at my house at what time on

24
25

Okay wul listen ((smile voice))

→ uh Fri:- on Sund[ay?
Ann:

[What time am I (.) to be there at.

In this example, the trouble-source or repairable item is ‘Fri:-’ (line 24), which is
lengthened and then cut off. Before the trouble-source, the ‘uh’ indicates that there may
be some disjunction with prior talk. Such ‘non-lexical speech perturbations’ (Schegloff
et al., 1977: 367) are common in self-initiated repairs; that is, when the repair is
initiated by the current speaker. Extract 1 is an example of self-repair, because the repair
is initiated and completed by the same speaker. In producing the repair, Bev repeats the
word ‘on’ which previously appeared at line 23. This comprises the ‘framing’ of a
repair, when some part of the prior talk is repeated, locating the repairable item (Sidnell,
2010). Repairs are either ‘pre-framed’, where the talk prior to the trouble-source is
repeated, or ‘post-framed’, where the talk following the trouble-source is repeated.
Schegloff et al (1977) found that, empirically, there is a strong preference for selfrepair, mostly because opportunities for self-initiation come before opportunities for
other-initiation. Another observation about the preference for self-repair is that others
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typically only initiate repair, and leave it to the speaker of the trouble-source to do the
actual repair (Schegloff et al., 1977).
Previous research on self-repair has investigated talk and embodied conduct in
face-to-face or telephone conversation (e.g. Hepburn et al., 2012; Lerner and Kitzinger,
2007; Martin and Sahlström, 2010; Wilkinson and Weatherall, 2011). There is little
research on repair in online interaction, but what has been done suggests that
‘interlocutors adapt the basic repair mechanisms which are available in ordinary
conversation to the technical specificities of chat communication’ (Schönfeldt and
Golato, 2003: 272). Schönfeldt and Golato’s (2003) work examined repair in multiparty quasi-synchronous web chats and showed that participants often adjust practices
to suit the particular conditions which arise from that web chat. They argue that due to
the turn-taking organisation of chats, there are different positions from which repair can
be initiated. For example, they describe ‘next opportunity space repair’ thus:

[I]f I have sent off my turn (i.e. message) to the server, and I realize I would like
to change something in it, and I start typing this rephrasing immediately, and I
send it off as quickly as possible, there is still no guarantee that my message will
be posted before the response of my interlocutor. Thus, the next available
opportunity after the same turn (message) repair is the next turn (message)
(Schönfeldt and Golato, 2003: 257).
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Equally, they argue that there are trouble-sources which are unique to ‘chat’ interaction.
For example, because there are usually many conversations running concurrently in any
one chatroom, participants must ensure that turns designed for particular recipients
reach that recipient. If this does not happen then it ‘can be targeted with repair or can
even be reprimanded’ (Schönfeldt and Golato, 2003: 265), as in the following example:

(2) From Schönfeldt and Golato (2003: 266)

1

(195) Nikkee:

2

calvi: probably but first I am going to
move and I am happy about my apartment

3

(289) Nikkee:

calvi: what’s going on?

4

(317) Calvino:

nikee: sorry, you are moving? into your

5

own apartment? really?

As Schönfeldt and Golato (2003: 266) explain:

In line 1, Nikkee announces that she is going to move into her own apartment.
When this news announcement does not receive an uptake from the intended
addressee after almost 100 other lines of talk have appeared on the computer
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screen, Nikkee performs a sequential repair. In other words, she is pursuing a
response from Calvino.

Whether or not line 3 actually constitutes a repair initiator is moot. However, Schönfeldt
and Golato claim that such a repair is specific to ‘chat’ interaction. However, analysis of
spoken conversation has also found that ‘when, following a sequence-initiating action, a
response is missing (or delayed, or inadequate), speakers may use a range of practices
for pursuing a response’ (Bolden et al., 2012: 138). While self-initiated repairs can be
used to pursue a response, the use of sequential-organizational resources to pursue a
response is not the same thing as repair.
More recently, Collister (2011) studied chat logs from an online gaming
environment, the ‘Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game’ called World of
Warcraft. Collister suggested that participants used what she calls a ‘*-repair’ in order
to ‘correct’ misspellings. This involves using an asterisk to mark the corrected version
of a previously incorrect spelling, as in the following example:

(3) From Collister (2011: 919)

1

Aniko:

when I run ot

2

Aniko:

out*
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As Collister explains, ‘in line 1, the player Aniko mistypes ‘ot’ instead of ‘out’.
Immediately following this, he types ‘out’, with the * indicating that this is a repair’ (p.
919). This ‘distinct repair morpheme’ was used for both self-repair and other-repair.
It is worth noting, however, that this repair-morpheme applies to correction,
rather than repair. In CA, a distinction is drawn between repair and correction, as repair
is ‘neither contingent upon error, nor limited to replacement’ (Schegloff et al., 1977:
363). As Macbeth (2004: 707) explains, ‘though repair can entail correction, correction
is a lesser domain both conceptually and empirically. Correction premises ‘error’, yet
studies of repair routinely find repairs where no accountable ‘error’ can be heard’. In
other words, correction is a class of repair which occurs when there has been an ‘actual’
error. There are two domains of error: ‘production errors’; that is, errors in the
production of a coherent utterance, or ‘interactional errors’; that is, errors in speaking
‘appropriately’ for the recipients of the talk and for the occasion of the exchange
(Jefferson, 1974).
This paper develops the small body of previous work on repair and correction in
online interaction. First, we focus on visible repairs, which are produced for, and
available to, all parties to the interaction. That is, we examine repair sequences in
which, although the ‘error’ could have been fixed before the text appeared online,
nevertheless the repair remains visible. We will show that, in the data corpus, these
repair operations are invariably related to production errors. We will discuss the
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positioning of these repairs in comparison to examples from spoken interaction, and the
difficulties in comparing the sequential position of such repairs. In the second section,
we focus on a form of repair and correction which, although in terms of its production
has a corresponding form in spoken conversation, it does not, in terms of recipients,
have a spoken equivalent and has not, to the best of our knowledge, been studied before.
These are message construction repairs, in that they occur, predominantly, while one
party is typing their message. While some previous research has mentioned the selfrepair of messages which respond to other messages that appear during message
construction (Garcia and Jacobs, 1999; Markman, 2005), the repairs in this paper are
those which are self-initiated self-repairs which occur with no intervention from the
other participant. We argue that by analyzing message construction repairs, we can
show how, as in spoken interaction, ‘it is through self-repair that we see speakers orient
to what is the appropriate form to do this action in this sequential place” (Drew et al.,
2013: 93, original emphasis), and how, in written discourse participants are equally
oriented to matters of sequential organization, action formation, and recipient design.
We also show that, despite similarities between written and spoken self-repairs, their
initiation and completion during message construction provides for a systematic
difference between spoken and online interaction.

Data and Method
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The dataset comprises 75 one-to-one instant messaging conversations using the ‘chat’
applet on Facebook, the social networking site. As the screenshot in Figure 1 shows,
this is an applet which appears at the bottom of a Facebook page, and allows ‘friends’ to
interact with each other in real time.

Figure 1. Facebook chat

Here, the participant has a chat window open with Callum, but also has three other ongoing conversations with Benjamin, Jamie and Rob. The participant constructs their
message in the box above the other users’ name, and once it is sent it appears in the
main chat window, and their co-participant can then read it.
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Four participants used software to collect timed transcripts of their Facebook
chats and also to record their computer monitor whilst they conducted chats. This
provided detailed data about message construction and the management of multiple
chats, as well as the other online activities that participants engaged in while chatting.
Participants were provided with information on ethical issues such as privacy,
anonymity and confidentiality and were able to decide which chats and videos they
submitted to the collection. In total the four participants chatted to 33 different people,
to whom they provided information about the research and gained their consent. All
data, including video data, was anonymized and stored securely.
Once the data was collected, it was transcribed using a system which we adapted
from Jefferson’s (2004) method for spoken interaction. It includes information to allow
readers to understand message construction, gaps between messages, and the
management of multiple conversations, as in the following example:1

(4) [JM/IS6/F: 42-55]
42
43

0.11

I*:

 erm i i m m what was i gonna sya 

Isla:

erm what was i gonna sya

44
45

1

(2.0)
I*:

 she said she ran shit?(.)! :-S 

See appendix for full list of transcription symbols
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46

0.07

Isla:

47

(1.0)

48

I*:

49

C*:

50

0.08

51
52

0.02

 and (.)i’m[ meant to be a a watching]
[

Callum:

still a pb



writing




Isla:

and i'm meant to be watching that too i



that



]

I*:

53

 too i think 

think

54
55

she said she ran shit?! :-S

0.04

I*:

 did she acut ut tually! 

Isla:

did she actually!

In the above extract, lines 43, 46, 50, 52, 53, and 55, shaded in grey, are the turns which
appear in the chat window and thus are visible to recipients. The time given to the left
of the participants’ name is the time between messages. In line 42, the  symbol
indicates that this is the construction of the subsequent turn, which is hidden from the
recipient. When a participant is constructing their turn they may edit or delete parts of
this. Deletions are shown by strikethrough of the letters. We can see this detail in line
42 because Isla is the participant recording her screen. In lines 48-49, an overlap, when
both participants are constructing a turn simultaneously, is shown using square brackets.
Callum’s turn construction is simply marked as ‘writing’ (line 49) as this is only
indicated by a small icon on Isla’s screen. We, and Isla, do not have access to what he
writes, edits or deletes prior to the message being sent. Once Callum has finished
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writing, he sends the message which appears at line 50. This message appears, in its
entirety, at the same time as Isla is writing ‘that’. This is denoted by thesymbols,
which indicates that an entire message has appeared at the same time as the other
participant is writing a certain word. After Callum posts, Isla continues constructing her
turn at line 51, which is indicated using a double-headed arrow ()to show ‘latching’.
Once transcribed, the data were examined for examples of self-repair in both message
construction and message posting.

Analysis

The analysis is divided into two sections. The first section presents an analysis of visible
self-initiated self-repair that all participants to the interaction can see and orient to. We
will show that these repairs most often correct a clear error. We will also discuss how
such corrections appear sequentially, and how this organization corresponds to spoken
interaction. The second section will examine self-initiated self-repair in message
construction; that is, repairs which are made as participants construct their messages but
are not visible to their recipients. We will observe that and how the online medium
provides for such repairs, and also how message construction repairs are performed on
both production and interactional errors. We compare these to spoken interaction to
show how participants are oriented to the same interactional contingencies in both
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online and spoken interaction. However, in online interaction the repair operation can
occur without the recipient having access to it. While we do not attend to otherinitiated repair or other-repair in this paper, such repairs do occur across our materials.

Visible self-initiated self-repair

In the Facebook chat data, repairs occur that are visible to both participants and may be
oriented to. Such repairs generally correct an ‘error’ or ‘mistake’ and are corrections.
These corrections are, most often, both initiated and subsequently repaired by the
producer of the trouble-source. In Extract 5, note the visible correction produced by Isla
at line 91.

(5) [JM/IS19/F: 86-91]

86

I*:

87
88

the next morein ein ning :- 
00.09

Isla:

89

how come you feel itso bad the
next morning :-

90
91

 how come you feel itso bac c d

00.01

I*:

 S 

Isla:

S
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Isla has been discussing Joe’s night out the previous night and is asking him why he has
such a bad hangover. In line 89, Isla posts a ‘smiley’ (‘:-’). ‘Smilies’ are used regularly
in online and text messaging, built out of standard keyboard punctuation. For example,
a colon plus a hyphen plus a bracket constructs a smile face :-). These are used to
display the writer’s stance towards their turn, sometimes by modifying its action, much
like laughter particles and prosodic features do in spoken interaction. In Extract 5, Isla’s
smiley, once complete, could be seen as indicating confusion about Joe. However, as we
can see from line 89, she has missed off the final letter ‘S’ from the smiley, and thus
only half of it is posted. It is difficult to know how such a production error was made. It
could be that Isla did not notice her error prior to sending, or hit the enter key by
mistake. However, even with screen capture data, unless a reason is provided by
participants, we cannot say for certain why this error was made. We can, though, see
that for the participant this was an error that required fixing. In line 90, Isla types the
final letter of the smiley and this subsequently appears in line 91. Thus, Isla corrects her
prior turn to avoid ambiguity about her stance, and to enable Joe to respond in a fitted
way.
There are similarities between the sequential placement of the repair in Extract 5
and ‘transition space repair’ in spoken interaction. Turns at talk are constructed from
‘turn-constructional-units’ (TCUs), and a single turn may comprise any number of
TCUs (Sidnell, 2010). At the end of a TCU there is a chance for a transition between
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speakers, the ‘transition relevance place’ (TRP). Transition space repair occurs when
the speaker has potentially completed their TCU but extends their turn to carry out the
repair (Liddicoat, 2007), as in the following example:

(6) From Schegloff (1997: 36)

1
2

Roger:

We’re just workin on a different thing.
the same thing

Here, it is the turn-terminal component, ‘a different thing’, which is to be repaired, and
this is done in the transition space; that is ‘in the moments just following possible
completion of the turn’ (Schegloff, 1997: 35). In Extract 5, Isla’s repair comes after she
has completed a turn and there is potential for her interlocutor to take the next turn.
Before he has a chance to do so, though, Isla constructs and posts her repair. Thus, the
placement of this correction is similar to a transition space repair, as it is posted in the
moments just following the completion of the turn. However, there are problems with
describing this as a transition space repair. The notion of a TCU does not fit neatly with
online interaction. While TCUs can ‘broadly correspond to linguistic categories such as
sentences, clauses, single words or phrases’ (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 48), for
conversation analysts a TCU is ‘essentially anything out of which a legitimate turn has
recognizably – for the participants – been built’ (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 48). In
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Extract 5, there is no TRP within the turn; the turn is posted as complete. Isla must
therefore take another turn, rather than extending her turn, to do the correction. The
repair can more appropriately be termed ‘next turn repair’.
In quasi-synchronous chat, the recipient may end up taking a turn before the
repair or correction can be formulated. Extract 7 is an example.

(7) [JM/IS6/F: 28-40]

28

0.56

Callum:

lol im not going to argue with you

29

tonight secret diaries of a call girl is

30

coming on lol haha tell her i say

31

hiya and well done

32

for a ew pb xxx

33

I*:

  3.0 chatting to CC 

34

((Switches to chat with Callum))

35

(8.0)

36

 wait wait wait 

37

0.15

Isla:

38

(2.0)

39
40

wait wait wait

I*:
0.06

Callum:

 i i (2.0) 
 new 
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In line 32, Callum has posted ‘ew’ rather than ‘new’. Before his correction is posted
(line 40), Isla has already posted a turn at line 37. This is in contrast to the correction in
Extract 5, because there has already been a transition of speakers prior to repair. This is
not an example of other-initiated correction, however, because Callum’s correction is
not responsive to Isla’s turn at line 37. What should, then, have been a next-turn repair,
has appeared after the recipient has already posted a response. To some extent this is
similar to third turn repair in spoken conversation.

Some participant produces an utterance in a turn which will turn out to be a
trouble-source turn...This turn is followed by a contribution from another
participant which neither claims nor embodies ‘trouble’ with what preceded
(Schegloff, 1997: 32).

Schegloff notes that, most often, the intervening turn from the other participant is very
brief and does not show any trouble in understanding what the speaker meant, as in
Extract 8.

(8) From Schegloff (1997: 32)

1

B:

hhh And he’s going to make his own paintings,

2

A:

Mm hmmm
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3

B:

And- or I mean his own frames.

4

A:

Yeah

Speaker A shows no problem in understanding what B has said, yet B still initiates and
repairs their turn at line 3. The fact that this repair is in the third turn is not by virtue of
it being ‘relevantly after’ (Schegloff, 1997: 34, original emphasis) the next turn (as
would be the case with third position repair) but, rather, the repair is only there
incidentally: ‘the same repair which would otherwise have been in the transition space
now appears in/as third turn’ (Schegloff, 1997: 35). So, in Extract 7, Isla’s turn at line
37 does not claim nor embody any trouble in understanding Callum’s turn at line 28-32.
Callum then initiates correction of the trouble-source, but this is not adjacent to the
trouble-source turn. Callum’s correction may occur after Isla’s turn, but it is not
relevantly after. It is in third turn only incidentally, because in this type of interaction,
Callum does not have access to the construction of Isla’s turn.
Thus, self-initiated self-repairs which are visible to both participants in
Facebook chat are almost always corrections, but can occur in either next turn or third
turn position. This demonstrates that parties are, as with spoken interaction, oriented to
the same concerns with maintaining understanding and mutual intelligibility.
Comparing repair in spoken and written interaction reveals and specifies further
similarities.
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We also found examples of errors, or potential errors, being oriented to by
participants but with no subsequent correction. In Extract 9, Katie misspells
‘accommodation’ at line 3, and while this is oriented to in her next turn, she does not
offer a correction.

(9) [JM/KA5/B: 74-76]
1

K*:

2
3

acc(.)om(.)adation(.)!
0.17

4
5

 we should go together, i have (.) free

Katie: we should go together, i have free accomadation!
K*:

0.07

 (2.0) thats really not how its spelt 

Katie: thats really not how its spelt

Note the short pauses during the typing of the word ‘accomadation’, indicating, perhaps
as non-lexical speech perturbations do in spoken interaction, that there may be trouble
in the formulation of the message. In her next turn Katie orients to this error, but does
not correct it. One of the potential affordances of asynchronous online interaction is that
users can check their spelling before sending messages. Here, though, is evidence that
while users of instant messaging do have time to check spelling, they do not necessarily
do so. This suggests that we should not see online affordances as strictly determining
the behaviour of users. Rather we should examine how participants actually orient to
them or use them (Hutchby, 2003). By orienting to some potential error, Katie is
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attending to what Edwards (2005) refers to as the ‘subject-side’ or ‘speaker-indexical’
nature of interaction. That is, when a speaker produces an action, it is ‘available for
evaluative inferences about the speaker’ (Edwards, 2005: 6). Thus, in producing
misspellings a negative inference about a participant is made available, and in orienting
to the error the participants manage the potential for such inferences.
The analysis presented in section has shown that, and how, the placement of
repair in spoken conversation often, but not always, corresponds to those which occur in
quasi-synchronous chats. Visible corrections in Facebook chat can appear in next-turn
position, but equally can be dislocated from the trouble-source. These are similar to
transition space and third turn repairs respectively, but such concepts are difficult to
transfer to online interaction due to the differences between TCUs and TRPs in spoken
and written interaction. One difference is that the trouble-source is most often one
which is specific to written interaction; that is, spelling or typing errors. However,
participants do not correct all misspellings, providing evidence that non-standard
spelling may be acceptable in online interaction as long as the action is clear. This
suggests that participants treat such interaction as informal, despite it being written.
These visible corrections of these errors are recipient-designed, dealing with potential
misunderstandings and the maintenance of intersubjectivity. For example, in Extract 7,
Callum corrects his spelling so that Isla is aware to what he is referring. One clear
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similarity we have found, though, is that the preference for self-correction holds in
Facebook chat as much as in spoken conversation.
While we have demonstrated that the sequential position of visible repairs is
similar to those in spoken interaction, there is, in contrast, a repair position which is not
available in spoken interaction. Turns can be repaired during construction and the
recipient is unaware that a repair has occurred. We have termed these repairs message
construction repairs, and in the next section we will show how interactional errors are
most often repaired prior to a message being sent.

Self-initiated self-repair during message construction

In spoken interaction, a variety of trouble-sources can be repaired, including word
selection, person reference and action formation (Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff,
2013). We found that, in Facebook chat, visible repairs were not performed on these
trouble-sources. Instead, they were repaired during message construction, and so not
visible to recipients. In the three sections that follow, we examine message construction
repairs that attend to issues of person reference, stance, ‘pronunciation’ and intonation,
and more generally, action. As we proceed, we compare these online repairs with
examples from spoken interaction. We do this to show how participants in chats are
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oriented to the same interactional contingencies as in spoken interaction, but are able to
manage these without the repairs becoming accountable.

(1) Repairs on action formation
In talk, the projected action of a turn may be repaired as it progresses. In Extract 10,
Donny has telephoned Marsha to say that his car has stalled and, as the call progresses,
it becomes clear that he is making an implicit request for assistance.

(10) [MDE: Stalled]

1

Don:

I don’ know if it’s po:ssible but, .hhh see
I have t’open up the ba:nk. hh

2
3

(0.5)

4

Don:

A:t uh: (0.2) in Brentwood? hh=

5

Mar:

=Ye::ah:- an’ I know you want- (0.2) an’ I wou:-

6

(0.3) an’ I wo:uld, but- except I’ve gotta le:ave

7

in about five min(h)utes.[(hheh)

At line 5 Marsha begins a dispreferred response, with an account for – again implicitly
– turning down Donny’s implicit request. Marsha re-starts her turn three times, but
cannot hide these repairs from Donny.
In contrast, consider Extract 11, in which Isla is moving to close the chat.
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(11) [JM/IS/F: 263-269]

263

03.19

264
265

00.05

266

Isla:

right sorry buti'm off to bed

I*:

 absolutely knackerd d ed! 

Isla:

absolutely knackered!

I*:

 speak t speak t let me know when (.)

267

when (.) let me know you training

268

tuesdA dA a a day? 

269

00.14

Isla:

you training tuesday ?

There are a number of corrections in lines 264 and 266-268. These corrections, such as
correcting the spelling of ‘knackered’ in line 264, are also not visible to Isla’s recipient.
Thus, while visible repairs tend to be corrections, we also find that corrections are made
during message construction. We cannot, however, know why a participant corrects
some ‘typos’ in message construction and some after posting. As with spoken
interaction, it could just be that self-repairs are initiated and completed in the first
opportunity space, where possible, but can also be initiated at later points if necessary.
Our main interest is in lines 266-268, which comprise the construction of the
message that appears subsequently at line 269. At line 266, Isla deletes the turn
beginning ‘speak t’ and repairs it to ‘let me know when’. She then deletes this and
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replaces it with ‘you training tuesday?’, which is the only part of this message that her
recipient sees. By repairing the beginning of her turn, Isla changes its projected action.
As turns are constructed they ‘project, from their beginnings, aspects of their planned
shape and type’ (Schegloff, 1987: 71). ‘Speak t’ may have been headed towards a
closing such as ‘speak to you soon’, which may receive a response which
collaboratively moves to close the chat. However, ‘let me know when’ may project a
request for information. The action Isla finally posts is a question which makes an
answer relevant, and is not so clearly a pre-closing. Through these concurrent repairs,
then, the projected action is repaired from a closing to a request to a question. Like
Marsha’s repairs, Isla repairs the projected action of her turn. However, Isla’s recipient,
unlike Donny, remains unaware of these action formation repairs. Isla’s repair shows
her orientation to how the design of her turn might accomplish a specific action or
outcome in projecting a particular response (Hayashi et al., 2013)
Here is another example. Prior to Extract 12, Joe has informed Isla that he has
been getting texts from a girl he met the previous night whilst drunk.

(12) [JM/IS19/F: 147-164]

147
148

00.26

Joe:

i didnt do anything i dont think but she
isn't even a student
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149

I*:

 4.0 chatting to BRM 

150

((Switches to chat with FW))

151

 13.0 chatting to FW 

152

((Switches to chat with BRM))

153

 27.0 chatting to BRM 

154

((Switches to chat with Joe))

155

(3.0)

156

 holy (.) shit hit (.) s t t st t

157

hit joe – wherewe ewe e were you

158

lastnight night

159

you can’t remember a thinkg kg

160

g

161

holy shit joe – where were you last

162

night? and i bet you can’t remember

163

a thing lol (2.0) oh dar 

164

01.23

Isla:

night ?

? ? and i bet
glo

glo

g g lol (3.0) i th i th (1.0)

oh dar

Between lines 156-163, Isla is constructing a response to Joe, comprising a question
(‘where were you last night’) and an assertion about his behaviour (‘I bet you can’t
remember...’). However, Isla deletes her original question and assertion, replacing it
with an assessment which appears at line 164. Joe is unaware of what was originally
written, and only sees what is finally sent at line 164 (which is subsequently corrected
to ‘oh dear’).
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To understand the interactional significance of this repair we can compare the
first, aborted attempt, with what is subsequently sent (Drew et al., 2013). Initially, then,
Isla issues an inquiry ‘where were you last night?’. The second action is an assertion ‘I
bet you can’t remember a thing lol’, which could project a confirmation or denial, or
perhaps a humorous account. Either message would have projected a further telling
from Joe about his evening. But in her eventual turn Isla does not align herself as an
interested recipient (Jefferson, 1978) and does not project further talk on the topic of
Joe’s night out. While she does not close down the topic explicitly, neither does she
invite further talk on it.
Extracts 11 and 12 show that, as with spoken interaction, speakers repair the
action-orientation of their talk as it progresses. In Facebook chat participants are able to
perform such repairs during message construction, so that the recipient is unaware of it.
Here, then, is one interesting observation about the similarities (and differences)
between spoken and online interaction: in ordinary spoken interaction, in which turns
are formulated instantaneously (unless, perhaps, the speaker is reading a speech or
delivering from memory) speakers cannot hide the repairs they make. Repairs may be
more or less marked, exposed, and so on (see Stokoe, 2011), but the fact that they are a
studyable phenomenon is evidence of their ubiquity in talk. In written interaction such
as Facebook chat, participants still formulate and repair turns, but these repairs are
completed during message construction prior to the trouble-source occurring in the
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interaction. In contrast to spoken interaction, where repair deals with trouble which is
hearable to the recipient, in Facebook chat, message construction repairs attempt to
prevent trouble from occurring. However, the placement of these repairs is, to some
extent, entirely logical. In spoken interaction, participants make use of the first possible
point for initiating repair (Schegloff et al., 1977), and in Facebook chat this is during
message construction. It is simply because of the design of Facebook chat that these
repairs are not available to the recipient. Our method of capturing live chats has made
such an observation available.

(2) Repairs on person reference
In the previous section, the trouble source or repairable was the actionorientation of the turn. In this section, we discuss repairs on person reference, although
these should still be ‘understood in terms of the actions they implement’ (Lerner and
Kitzinger, 2007: 530). ‘Person reference’ refers to the way speakers refer to themselves
and others, and conversation analysts have studied its preference organization, as well
as repairs from one type of reference to another (e.g., ‘my neighbour’, ‘the woman
down the road’, ‘Mrs Jones’, ‘the woman with the long hair’, etc.). In the following
extract, Scott and Isla are discussing their athletics training.

(13) [JM/IS29/F: 202-205]

34

1

0.07

2

Scott:

i can do a bit of coaching

I*:

 31.0 chatting with SA 

3

((Switches to chat with Scott))

4

 (4.0) haha well i’m looking for a c c

5

(4.0) n in n in (.)a one now i i my fri fri

6

best friends gone and (1.0)

7

his fingers (.)

8

1.00

Isla:

9

b b busted

haha well i’m looking for one now my best
friends gone and busted his fingers

Our target repair occurs between lines 4 and 7, during the construction of the message
which appears at lines 8 and 9. Isla begins to type what would presumably be ‘a coach’
at line 4, but then deletes this and refers it to ‘one’, which refers indexically to the coach
mentioned by Scott in line 1. This demonstrates that, as with spoken interaction, repair
can occur when there is no hearable error, mistake or fault (Schegloff et al., 1977). It
also shows an orientation to the preference for single, minimal forms of person
reference over complex ones (Sacks and Schegloff, 1979). Equally, it orients to the
preference for using a locally subsequent reference form (e.g. a pronoun) following an
initial full-form reference (Kitzinger et al, 2012). Although in Extract 13 there is no
explicit full-form reference to ‘a coach’, the referent is implicitly available through the
verb ‘coaching’.
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Isla performs another repair on person reference at line 5, as she repairs ‘friend’
to ‘best friend’. This has a spoken equivalent in ‘recalibration repair’, where the terms
of a formulation are either broadened or narrowed (Lerner et al, 2012). In spoken
interaction, when the formulation is narrowed by adding something to the original it can
be described as an ‘insertion repair’ (Wilkinson and Weatherall, 2011), as in the
following example.

(14) From Lerner et al. (2012: 196)

1

Pam:

2

Clt:

3
4

7

[Na:h

] [Th]at’s

wonderful.
Pam:A:nd uh I have this u:h this chap this: Islamic chap

5
6

I haven’t had any problems for [two yea]:r[s]

who:’s into: Yunani medicine and [(
Clt:

)]

[Ooh. That] sounds
interesting.

As Lerner et al (2012: 196) note this repair operation ‘retains some features of the
original formulation but modifies it in a way that adjusts the precision of the reference’.
Similarly, in Extract 13 Isla modifies the formulation of ‘friend’ so that the referent
remains the same, it merely becomes a more precise reference of ‘best friend’.
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Recalibration repairs are not just repairs; they also reformulate the reference so
that it is ‘more attuned to the actions, attributes, and setting depicted in talk’ (Lerner et
al., 2012: 198). When referring to a person, different things can be inferred about the
person being referred to, and about the relationship between the speaker and the referent
(Lerner and Kitzinger, 2007; Stokoe, 2011). Isla’s repair attends to the nature of the
relationship between Isla and the referent, in the context of an implicit offer of coaching
from Scott (line 1) and implicit acceptance from Isla (lines 8-9). It may also be recipient
designed as Isla’s ‘best friend’ may be more recognisable to Scott than the broader
referent ‘friend’.
The following extract shows an example of the recalibration repair which
broadens the referent. Isla and Guy are discussing their living arrangements for the
following academic year. There is some difficulty about who will occupy the small
room in the shared house they are moving to.

(15) [JM/IS16/B: 233-239]

1

0.26

Isla:

2
3

ok well i'll speak to joe and danny today
if possible and see what they say

I*:

 my y a ma if we can’t find any(.)one to take

4

the small room and (1.0) it seems that ha ha

5

becca and I are a (.) at becca and I are a
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6

at tow ow wo of us are going to a a have to

7

do half a year each tha a en man n ybe (3.0)

8

joe would reconsider us (2.0) butw w we’ll

9

see 

10

0.44

Isla:

if we can't find anyone to take the small room

11

and it seems that two of us are going to have

12

to do half a year each then maybe joe

13

would reconsider us but we'll see

From lines 3-9 Isla is constructing the turn which appears on lines 10-13. At line 5, Isla
deletes the phrase ‘Becca and I are…’ repairing this to ‘two of us are…’. The action of
this turn remains the same: Isla proposes that two people share the room. However, in
the message construction Isla abandons volunteering herself and Becca to take the
room, instead suggesting that any two people who will be living in the house might take
it. Isla explicitly amends who the referent is, replacing a specific reference with an
aggregated one (Lerner et al., 2012). Thus, as with repairs on action, we can see that
participants in both spoken and online interaction are concerned with the same
interactional preferences for person reference. Participants are, however, able to edit
their posts to prevent any trouble for the recipient in locating the referent, rather than
managing trouble after it has occurred.

(3) Repairs of ‘pronunciation’, intonation and stance
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In spoken talk, people use intonation to tell recipients how to hear a word (e.g. in
Jefferson’s system, ‘yes’ is different to ‘yes::::!’), display their stance towards it, or
modify action. Similarly, in online interactions the way a word or phrase is to be read,
in terms of its pronunciation, stance, and so on, is indicated through using non-standard
spelling (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006).
A speaker’s stance can be described as their ‘affective treatment of the events he
or she is describing’ (Stivers, 2008: 37). In other words, a speaker can display their
‘attitude’ or ‘emotion’ towards their utterances by, for example, interpolating a word
with laughter (e.g. Potter and Hepburn, 2010). Equally, speakers may modify the action
of a turn such that recipients understand what sort of response is relevant. In spoken
interaction, speakers do this through prosodic features (Local and Walker, 2008),
laughter (Jefferson et al., 1987; Potter and Hepburn, 2010) or embodied conduct
(Goodwin, 2007). In online interaction, these features are not available; yet the
resources of the medium may be used to formulate the same sorts of activities. These
stance markers include ‘smilies’ which, as discussed earlier, are a resource members use
to solve the problem of the unavailability of intonation and other embodied conduct.
Consider the following extract from a speed date (see Stokoe, 2010). M has been
discussing his job as an actor and the way it helps him ‘connect’ with people.

(16) [Stokoe: SD-5]
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1

F:

2

So actually you don’t really intera:ct with people:
you- you- =

3

M:

= I do,

4

F:

You prote:ct the:m,

5

M:

You inter- you interact on sta:ge.

6
7
8

(0.4)
F:

I °suppo:se so. °=if you get a- if:: you get some
response i s’pose-

At line 7, F repairs her stance from ‘if’ to ‘if::’, with the first ‘if’ having no emphasis,
whereas her second ‘if::’ is both emphasised and lengthened. The repair modifies F’s
stance in the turn being constructed, that that her assessment should be heard as
conditional, and even sceptical, towards M’s idea he gets a response from the audience
whilst on stage. The key thing to note is that the repair is hearable by M and works to
indicate what sort of turn F is formulating. That is, F cannot undo the first formulation
of ‘if’ such that only the second is heard by M.
Let us compare Extract 16 to an online example. In Extract 17, Isla has been
chatting to Callum. He has stated that he is logging off Facebook chat to watch a
television programme called ‘Secret Diary of a Call Girl’, about a prostitute, starring the
British actor Billie Piper.
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(17) [JM/IS6/F: 119-124]

119
120

0.02

121
122

0.11

123
124

0.03

I*:

 night night 

Isla:

night night

I*:

 enjoy billie (1.0) :-) (1.0) :-) ;-) 

Isla:

enjoy billie

I*:

 xxxxx 

Isla:

xxxxx

At line 119, Isla is progressing a closing sequence. At line 121 she initially types a
‘smiley face’ but then deletes it and repairs it to a ‘wink’. Smilies can perform a number
of functions in an interaction (Markman and Oshima, 2007) and may be (designedly)
ambiguous in terms of their action (see Speer and Stokoe, forthcoming). The
replacement (Schegloff, 2013) in Extract 17 repairs Isla’s stance towards ‘enjoy billie’
from something like ‘enjoyment of the programme’ to a more ‘salacious’ orientation to
the fact that the programme is about a call girl. What is clear, though, is that for Isla,
there is sufficient difference in the potential inferences made available by a ‘smiley
face’ and a ‘wink’ that the precise emoticon used becomes the object of repair.
In another extract, Callum requests that Isla teaches him how to throw the
javelin.
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(18) [JM/IS5/F: 85-99]

1

I*:

 so ho o w w (.) h who’s place

2

you taking? we have (5.0) w w

3

q q good javelin [throuw uw 

4

C*:

5

I*:

 

6

C*:

  writing ]

7

0.16

0.02

] s

you can teach
me

9

wes

C:

8

10

[ writing 



I*:

  rs 

Isla:

so who's place you taking? we have

11

good javelin throwers

12

(2.0)

13

I*:

14
15

 i charge b b by the hour (1.0)
:-p :-P ;_ _ -) (4.0) 

0.16

Isla:

i charge by the hour

Isla constructs her response to Callum’s request at lines 13 and 14. During message
construction Isla begins to post a smiley with its tongue sticking out (:-P). However, she
repairs this at line 14 to a ‘wink’. As with Extract 17, we could gloss this as repairing
the stance from a playful orientation to a flirtatious one. Such stances are, though,
‘designedly ambiguous’ (Speer and Stokoe, forthcoming; Stokoe, 2012). We can simply
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say that, again, for Isla these two emoticons have different meanings for the action she
is constructing. This repair is, of course, unavailable to Callum.
Related to repairs of stance are repairs of pronunciation. In Extract 19, Isla and
Gavin have been discussing when Gavin – who is living in America - is going to visit
Isla, who is based in the UK. The repair occurs at line 8.

(19) [JM/IS14/B: 37-46]

1

0.00

Gavin:

come back to the states and work and save

2

$$$

3

(2.0)

4
5

0.05

6
7

0.02

8
9

0.08

10
11

0.02

I*:

 sounds good 

Isla:

sounds good

I*:

 coz that’s alll 

Gavin:

and i am working on that now......... 

I*:

  lll aallwasy sy ys followed by... 

Isla:

coz that’s aaallways followed by...

I*:

 EUROPE! 

Isla:

EUROPE!

At line 6, Isla starts writing ‘alll’ but at line 8 she repairs it to ‘aallways’ orienting to the
way Gavin should ‘hear’ this word. As with repairs of stance, we cannot tell precisely
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how Isla intends Gavin to ‘hear’ this. We merely know that for her there is a difference
in meaning or emphasis of the words ‘alllways’ and ‘aaallways’, for which a repair
operation is necessary. In spoken interaction, repairs of pronunciation are often otherinitiated (Jefferson, 1987). However, there are examples of self-initiated self-repair of
pronunciation, as in the following example from a telephone call between Gordon and
Dana.

(20) Holt [88U-1-08]
1

Gor:

2

Uh:m .hhh thing is. You know uh:m (.) about the
weeke:nd,

3

Dana: Yeah,

4

Gor:

5
6

.h You- you were a bit (0.2) uh anxious about it,
(.)

Dana: hn- Yeh but I'm always (agniss)

7

(0.3)

8

Dana: anxiou[s

At line 6 Dana appears to say that she is always ‘anxious’ yet the pronunciation is not
clear, and after a gap – which could indicate some trouble with Gordon’s understanding
of the word - she repeats the word, repairing the pronunciation. However, in this case
there is a hearable error with Dana’s pronunciation of the word, which could make it
difficult for the recipient to know how to respond. In Extract 19 the trouble-source was
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the non-standard spelling of ‘always’, and yet it is not repaired to the correct spelling of
the word, but rather to a different non-standard spelling. What Isla effectively does,
then, is to repair the emphasis of the word, so that the ‘aa’ sound is more elongated.
Therefore, this type of repair is not to repair a misspelling (as the visible repairs were),
but rather is to repair the emphasis on the word.
The following example also demonstrates a change of emphasis, but repairs the
‘prosody’ rather than the ‘pronunciation’. In this extract, Katie is discussing reporting a
problem to a company and the difficulties she had in getting a response.

(21) [JM/KA14/B: 266-261]

1

0.56

2
3

Katie: i sent them an email one time
K*:

0.10

Katie: it took them ten months to reply

4

(5.0)

5

K*:

6
K*:

8

10

((Minimizes chat window with Rob))
(1.0)

7

9

 it took them *ten* months to reply 

((Switches to chat with Nadia))
 37.0 chatting with Nadia 

0.42

Rob:

really?!

K*:

 12.0 chatting with Nadia 
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11

((Switches to chat with Rob))

12

 really

13

0.20

*  * 

Katie: really

In online communication, it is possible to emphasise a word by emboldening it. In
Facebook chat this is done by placing asterisks around the word during message
construction (as Katie does in line 2); it will then appear in bold in the chat window. At
line 12, Katie constructs her response to Rob’s question ‘really?!’ at line 9. Note that the
punctuation in Rob’s turn indicates not only how this should be ‘heard’ but also some
surprise or incredulity about Katie’s turn at line 3. Thus, it also indicates Rob’s stance
towards the prior turn. Katie’s turn at line 13 offers confirmation of this through the
repetition of the word ‘really’. Originally she writes ‘really’ with no emphasis, but then
repairs it by adding asterisks so that it will appear in bold, suggesting a stress on the
word. Again, then, this serves to indicate to the recipient how the word should be
‘heard’ and also the participant’s stance.
We can see how ‘pronunciation’ and ‘prosody’ can be repaired during message
construction, and that such repairs not only serve to indicate how words should be
‘heard’, but also the stance of the speaker. We have noted that the precise stance may
not be analysed easily, partly because individuals may use the same emoticon in
different ways. Again, this demonstrates that we must analyse online interaction in
terms of what the participants do, rather than what the technology allows. More research
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with a larger corpus would start to unpack how participants themselves understand
different emoticons or forms of pronunciation.
Whilst in most cases of message construction repair, recipients do not know that
a repair has occurred; we end the analysis with a single deviant case, in which the
person who has produced a repair during message construction orients to it in her chat.

(22) [JM/IS16/B: 269-272]

1

0.23

2

Guy:

better get a decent movie tho

I*:

 (1.0) haha (2.0) bring bring i wasn n gonna

3

say bring one but since you are illefal fal

4

gal you don’t acut ut tually have any :-P 

5
6

0.21

Isla:

haha i was gonna say bring one but since you
are illegal you don't actually have any

At line 2 Isla starts to write ‘bring one’ but then deletes this. She then repairs this to ‘i
was gonna say bring one’, which she subsequently sends to the chat. In other words, she
makes her repair interactionally relevant. As this does not occur in any other examples,
we can ask why she does this particular action now. Isla and Guy are talking about
getting together to watch a film. However, Guy can presumably not supply the film
because he only (illegally) downloads them. Thus, Isla’s repair during message
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construction attends to the potential trouble of requesting a movie from Guy, when she
knows that he would not be able to grant that request (Drew et al., 2013). By
mentioning the repair in her sent message, however, she makes Guy accountable for
illegally downloading movies. However, note, that Guy does not know whether this
repair actually occurred, and could presume that Isla is saying this simply to make him
accountable for illegally downloading movies. Whereas in spoken interaction the repairs
are hearable, can be oriented to and speakers may be held accountable for them, in
online interaction it is the choice of the participant whether they reveal the repairs they
make.

Discussion

This paper has shown that, and examined how, self-initiated self-repair occurs in online
interaction, in both similar and contrasting ways to repair operations in spoken
conversation. Two types of repair occurred: visible repair which could be seen and
oriented to by both participants in the interaction, and message construction repairs,
which were available only to a message’s writer and occurred during message
construction. We showed that visible repair occurred in some of the same sequential
positions as in spoken conversation. However, the repairs were most commonly targeted
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at a trouble-source which is particular to written online interaction – spelling or typing
errors.
We also identified a form of repair that is unavailable to parties in spoken
conversation; that is, message construction repair which occurs without recipients’
knowledge. This is available due to the technological affordances of online interaction,
and observable to us as analysts via the screen-capture methodology pioneered in this
paper. The separation of message production and ‘transmission’ meant that, for
example, the development of action in a turn, and the way action may be restarted,
reformulated, and so on, was unavailable to recipients. This is a key affordance, because
it means that, unlike in spoken interaction, online interlocutors are unaccountable for
some interactional matters.
However, similar features of turn or message construction were repaired in
online interaction as those found in talk, including repairs on stance, prosody, and
action formation (see Schegloff, 2013). Thus participants in both online and spoken
interaction are oriented to the same basic contingencies of maintaining intersubjectivity
and building sequentially organized courses of action. This contradicts findings which
suggest that repairs of writing only occur ‘where the writer notices a discrepancy
between text and intention’ (Myhill and Jones, 2007: 34) or where there are ‘errors and
other perceived inadequacies’ (Crystal, 2001: 27). This article has instead shown that
writers in Facebook chat repair their messages when there is no error, instead repairing
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the action or sequential implications of their turn. We also suggest that our observations
support the conversation analytic argument that features of talk like repair, laughter and
emotional conduct do not ‘leak’ into interaction accidentally, but are designed and
positioned for action (e.g. Hepburn, 2004; Potter and Hepburn, 2010). We also find that
in examining message construction repair, we can identify what self-repairs achieve
interactionally. In other words, as Drew et al. (2013: 74) note,

the original version – that is the version that the speaker begins, though
sometimes does not complete – can be compared with the eventual version, the
repair, to identify in what ways the speaker has modified, altered or adjusted
their turn to deal with something other than a factual error

As our paper has shown, in Facebook chat, participants do extensive repairs
during message construction, which can be compared with the sent version, in order to
identify the various actions oriented to by doing that repair.
It is also notable that the preference for self-correction holds in online
interaction (Schegloff et al., 1977). As in spoken interaction, ‘a great many troubles
occur, and are managed within, a current turn – before a speaker reaches its first
possible completion’ (Hayashi et al, 2013: 12). In other words, participants orient to the
preference for completing a repair as early as possible after the trouble source. In online
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interaction the earliest point is during message construction. This, again, suggests that
participants orient to similar preferences as those in spoken interaction, but that the
affordances of the medium mean that repair completed at the earliest point after the
trouble-source also happen to be unavailable to the recipient.
This paper also demonstrates empirically the affordances of the online medium
and how these are oriented to by participants. While the technology allows for the
editing of messages during construction, the ways in which participants actually do this
has never been examined in a naturally-occurring setting. Therefore, we have shown
that while participants do edit and delete messages prior to sending, they do not take
time to, for example, check spelling before sending messages. This has clear
implications for understanding how a technological affordance can, and does, affect an
interaction.
The analysis presented in the paper has implications for the study of, and for
comparisons between, online and spoken interaction and, perhaps, for the study of
writing-as-interaction. On the one hand, conversation analytic findings and conventions
do not, perhaps unsurprisingly, map directly onto online interaction. Although we found
that, for example, the positioning of some repairs was similar to those found in spoken
conversation; there was no one-to-one correspondence. It is, therefore, necessary to
examine online interactions as an adaptation of existing speech-exchange systems.
Participants in virtual worlds do not create entirely new ways of communicating, but
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rather recreate and adapt features of communication from the offline world (Benwell
and Stokoe, 2006). And so, we propose that the study of online interaction treats it as a
speech-exchange system with its own normative rules, which are adapted from, and
show similar orientations to, the speech exchange system of ordinary, mundane
interaction. This paper has provided preliminary evidence for some of the ‘systematic
ways’ in which online interactions differ from ordinary talk. We hope that this paper
contributes to dismantling stereotypes about distinctions between spoken and online
interaction, as well as raising the visibility of interaction-based studies of what is surely
a permanent, omnipresent form for social interaction and social life.

Appendix: Full list of transcription symbols

 - writing

Strikethrough – deleted

(.) – pause in writing shorter than 1 second

 - surfing

 - at the same time as
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 - latching



- talking in another chat window

 - pasting information in to chat window

 - moving cursor in chat window

(1.0) - gap

[

] – overlap

(( )) – Descriptions of actions
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